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Pizza boxes can be recycled, experts
say — but there are exceptions to the
rule
Joel Banner Baird Burlington Free Press
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The takeout scene at Pizza on Earth in Charlotte on May 1, 2020. BRENT HALLENBECK/FREE PRESS

Pizza is a meal encased in an environmental dilemma: Do our leftovers make it

impossible to recycle the box?

Boxed or unboxed, heaps of crust and chunky toppings (meat or veggie) don't

belong in a blue-bin — but residual grease and globs of melted-on cheese present

few challenges to recyclers, according to an industry study publicized by

Brattleboro-based Northeast Recycling Council.

Cheesy remains stuck to a box — even large chunks from a cheese-lovers pizza —

"tend to solidify and get screened out during the pulping process," researchers at

WestRock, a global paper manufacturer with a plant in Sheldon, reassure us.

Patches of smeared-on cheese that make it through the screen don't interfere with

the bonding of pulped fibers into recycled packaging, Westford adds.

Other greases that seep into a pizza box, "in sufficiently high concentration," could

gum up the works, the study concluded — but few boxes ever reach those levels of

oily saturation.

That recipe doesn't work in central Vermont.

Cittenden Solid Waste District, which manages the sorting and selling of recycled

materials, asks that pizza boxes with any stuck-on food — including cheese — be

composted, either in your back yard, cut up into bits and stuffed into a compost

pick-up bucket or taken to a CSWD drop-off site.

We're always working to improve
your experience. Let us know
what you think.
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The reason, Marketing and Communications Manager Alise Certa wrote in an

email, is that food debris on any containers "makes the recycling process

unpleasant for our workers."

Grease-soaked pizza boxes, Certa added, are just fine.

WestRock has an incentive to nudge more pizza boxes into recycling: Diners' cast-

offs provide them with valuable "feed stock" fibers in the manufacturing process.

Half-munched crusts and other leftovers? About 10% of Americans wrongly

assumed they could be jettisoned into recycling, according to The Recycling

Partnership.

Food scraps belong in the compost, according to Vermont law.

Contact Joel Banner Baird at 802-660-1843 or joelbaird@freepressmedia.com.

Follow him on Twitter @VTgoingUp.

This coverage is only possible with support from our readers.
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